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In May,  YES alumni and finalists gathered 4 Fridays for a Coffee Chat
on Zoom. There,  they shared project ideas,  talked about problems

they are facing,  ambitions they have,  and answered questions to get
to know each other better.  At the end of each coffee chat,  alumni and

finalists played online games or shared positive news of the day.  6
alumni participated in total ,  plus 5 YES finalists and 1 AC staff .  On May
7,  AC Teodora Boshkova '17 lead the Coffee Chat with a discussion on
upcoming projects and events,  focusing on the planned activities for

Media Literacy and the Spring Fling.  They also played ' 'heads-up",
accommodating the game to the virtual room. On May 14,  Teodora

lead a discussion on educational reforms in North Macedonia,  where
all  the participants shared their opinion on Digitization and Sexual

Education in our schools.  On May 21 ,  the discussion was about project
development and delivery process,  where each participants shared

what are the f irst things they think about when planning for a project,
as well  as challenges they have faced along the way.  The participants

also got the chance to meet our new staff  member Irena Ordev and
ask questions to get to know each other better.  On May 28,  alumnus

David Mladenovski '20 led the Coffee Chat with a discussion on
positive feelings and plans for the future.
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Coffee Chat



In May,  CR Mihaela Miladinoska '20 along with YES finalists
Emili ja Krstevska,  Stojan Velkovikj ,  and Dora Jovanoska

organized four meetings with their Album Club. It  is  a weekly
club where people discuss a different album at each meeting.

This month they covered:"The Black" by Asking Alexandria,
"Purple Rain" by Prince,  "Folklore" by Taylor Swift and"Queen II"
by Queen. On the meetings,  alumni and non-alumni participants
shared their thoughts on the albums and the artists behind the
albums. The organizers shared fun facts about the albums along

with fun information about the artists .  There was a total  of 6
alumni and 5 YES finalist present,  1  AC staff  member plus 6

Album Club members recruited through social  media.
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Album Club



On May 8,  CR Rina Osmani '19 organized an Inclusive Pedagogy class with 8
high school students from the Step by step language centre in Skopje.  She

covered the topics on:  "How to be more aware of the diversity in pedagogy." ,
"How to use different techniques suitable for people with disabil it ies in the

classroom." and "How to provide a healthy environment where diversity is
accepted and considered."  The participants had a group discussion after
each sl ide of a PP presentation,  sharing their opinion,  with the focus on

how they would improve the educational system.
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Inclusive Pedagogy

On May 15,  CR Rina Osmani '19 organized a
ZOO visit  with 11  students from the Step by
step language center in Skopje (5 children,
age 7-11  and 6 high school students,  age 13-
15) .  The ZOO visit  was a part of her English

teaching classes,  through which the
students learned the names of the animal

kingdom in English,  as well  as biological and
geographical facts about the animals.  Every
high school student had to supervise a kid.

At the end of the project they were
surprised by the supervising skil ls  they

gained. Some quotes were:  " I  never knew
that going on a group project takes this

much responsibil ity ,  especially projects with
little kids."

 

Skopje ZOO visit - learning about the animal kingdom



On May 20,  the American Councils Office in N.  Macedonia held a
Notif ication meeting for PY 2021-22 f inalists and their parents via Microsoft

Teams. Information on planned in-person program implementation,
conditions permitting,  was shared at the meeting.  AC Teodora Boshkova '17
and CRs Fil ip Trajkovski ' 19 and Dijedon Bilall i  '20 shared their experiences

and answered questions by the students and their parents.  Selected
finalists from North Macedonia are scheduled to spend the next school year
in the U.S.  as exchange students on the YES program, which is fully funded

by State Department and implemented by American Councils .
 

On May 22,  YES Alumna Cvetanka Pasinechka ‘20 partnered up with City
Representatives Igor Stojkov ‘20,  Dijedon Bilall i  ’20 and Petar Bezhoski ‘20
and organized a project to raise awareness about mental health.  The event
took place at a Monastery near Negotino.  The group of 5 alumni and 4 high

school students shared their opinions and thoughts on mental health,  as
well  as designed creative posters in 3 languages:  Macedonian,  Albanian and

English and distributed the posters throughout Negotino.  The group also
managed to walk around the monastery and learn more about that region.

Mental Health Awareness

Notification Meeting
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On May 29-30,  9 City Representatives,  1  alumnus and 2 AC staff  had an in-person
workshop with media l iteracy specialists from the forum Sakam Da Kazam. The
guest speakers were Goran Mihajlovski ,  editor in chief at SDK, and his colleague

Marina Kostova,  deputy editor in chief at SDK. During the event,  the speakers
provided the attendees with critical  tools and information about media l iteracy
that encourage awareness in one's community.  After the discussion on May 29

with Goran and Marina,  AC Teodora Boshkova '17 led additional sessions on media
literacy,  focusing on social  media platforms, digital  tools ,  information

neighborhoods and website navigation and development.  At the end, the alumni
played Harmony Square,  a free game designed to educate English-speaking

audiences about disinformation.  They also worked in pairs and designed posters
with newspaper articles,  following the format on how to create news that they

previously learned on the session with SDK. Connected to the Media Literacy
activities,  Teodora and the CRs had a meeting where they discussed activity

plans and budgets for the upcoming months.
 

On May 27,  Emir Hasanovic '10 led a Zoom info session for 6 YES Alumni and 1 AC
staff  member on the Young Cities North Macedonia program that he is  a part of .

Young Cities is  an innovative program that supports local youth-led approaches to
hate,  polarization and extremism. The program will  take place in Gostivar and

Skopje and include a bespoke 2-day training workshop for each city in Mavrovo
and the opportunity for seed funding up to £5,000 to run an innovative and

strategic initiative that addresses intolerance,  polarization,  hate and violence.  The
alumni had the chance to hear more from Emir and his experience and ask

questions related to the program, as well  as brainstorm project ideas.
 

. Media Literacy Workshop

Info-Session on Young Cities
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On May 31 ,  City Representative Duresa Rushiti '  20 gathered local
children from her community and taught them the importance of
plants and how to take care of them. Afterwards,  together with 5

children they cleaned plants in the park in Kumanovo and watered
them. The participants learned interesting facts and were eager to

take care of plants and our planet.
 

Plants our Friends
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On May 31 ,  City Representative
Andrej Zdravko Trajkoski ' 19
organized a clean up of the

basketball  court at the SOU "Riste
Risteski -  Ricko" High School in
Prilep.  The only participant was

Andrej himself ,  because the goal of
this activity is  to show that no one
is too small  to inspire change, and

promote the importance of
individual efforts to make societal

change possible.
 

Basketball court clean up


